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ASSEEL TONER CARTRIDGES

ShenZhen Asseel Graphics Co.,Ltd

·       Shenzhen, the first SEZ of China and already been the windows of China Reform and

· Opening up, has developed into a certain influence international city, At the same time ,

· Shenzhen enjoyed a high reputation as "design it all", the city of "piano", and "Maker’s

· city " in the world.

          Advantage.

· Three shipping Ports: SHEKOU, CHIWAN, YANTIAN. Thousands of containers set off at

          per minutes.

· Adjacent to Hong Kong .8 checkpoint and 24 hours on service.

· Paradise of Electronics. Huaqiang Market is full of electronics and accessories.

· Developed Traffic. There are hundreds high-speed rail line covering all over China

· Modern and Port City. Not just work. Walking on the beach or drinking in the Bar ,it is

          depend on you!

· Opening and Friendly. Never lost if you can speak English.

     Asseel Graphics Co., Ltd.,established in 2006 and being a wholly-owned subsidiary of Hong-

kong Flying Dragon International Group Ltd.,  has become a professional manufacturer and 

solution provider for printing equipment in mainland China for over 10 years. Specialized in 

toner cartridges and accessories, OPC drum, ink cartridges , our factory has more than 3000 

square meters with all the high standard and international equipment for producing and test-

ing. Besides,holding the ISO9001 international certification and ISO14001 environmental 

management systematic certification, we can guarantee the stable and high quality products. 

What’s more, due to the premium goods and the 100% VIP after sales service, there are more 

and more customers from over 100 countries and regions building up stable and long-term 

business relationship with us, including USA, Europe, Africa, Middle east, and so on.

        As a well-known brand of Aseel, Qili toner has been in this line for over 10 years and 

expanded to be the most powerful brand of compatible printer consumables. Aim for the inno-

vation and strictly system of quality, we have won the trust from the global customers. Mean-

while, our products are exported to more than 100 countries and regions because of our busi-

ness philosophy “ quality and service first”.  In order to offer our customer the best service, all 

the toner cartridges are the best you can get with a long printing cycle.  
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We,Asseel, 
serve more than 1000 enterprises every year!

10000+ person,from all over the world, 

choose Asseel products every day!
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